Job Title

UI Developer

Experience

3-5 years

Location

Bangalore

Function

Product Development

Reporting To

Technical Lead

Direct Reports

0

Role

Expertise

DreamOrbit Confidential

 Web Developer, Who will work on our Web infrastructure using
cutting-edge JavaScript programming tools and technologies.
 As a key member of our Web Development team, your key
responsibilities would include:
 1. Develop large-scale web applications using object-oriented
JavaScript and cutting-edge server-side & client-side JavaScript
frameworks.
 2. JavaScript Front-end Development with Backbone.JS
 3. Write high performance code that works on a wide range of
browsers
 4. UI Development using CSS3, HTML5, and Responsive Web
Design Methodologies
 Good Communication Skills
 Excellent Problem Solving and Troubleshooting skills
 Proficient in HTML5, CSS3, Angular.js, Javascript
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About Us
DreamOrbit is an innovation driven software product engineering company. We help
enterprises and software companies (ISVs) build innovative solutions that are cross platform
enabled and work on cloud based delivery model. We collaborate with our customers to think,
design and develop robust software with built in quality, in an engagement model that
accelerates development speed and guarantees results. Our expertise areas are –
 Software Innovation - Our expertise lies in software R&D, system architecture design for
large enterprise applications, deployment on production servers, load testing and
performance management.
 Big Data and Cloud - Big Data Analytics is finding its way into the enterprise world in a
big way. DreamOrbit helps enterprises uncover the knowledge and latent information,
to give the business the competitive advantage over rivals and provide business
intelligence
 Mobile Application Development - Building a mobile application comes with number of
challenges like getting the user experience right, including the right set of features,
integrating with backend cloud services, performance, cross-device suitability and so on.
DreamOrbit can help you in building a mobile strategy in alignment to your product
goals.
DreamOrbit is a Red Herring Red Herring Top 100 Asia company. Red Herring’s Top 100 Asia list
is a mark of distinction for identifying promising new companies. Red Herring editors were
among the first to recognize that companies such as Facebook, Twitter, Google, Yahoo, Skype,
Salesforce.com, YouTube, and eBay would change the way we live and work. DreamOrbit got
this award in recognition of its work on Big Data and Analytics using Cloud.
For more information on our openings, please visit our Careers page.
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